Technisch mehr modern. Erfolgsvoll zusammen.
voestalpine Steel Division – der Partner, den Sie brauchen.

High-quality materials are the basis for our products. We strive to be the best partner for our customers and want to provide them with the best possible solution. We focus our expertise on two aspects:

The personal aspect, with dedicated and highly competent employees

The technical aspect, with high-quality methods, products and services

The companies in the voestalpine Steel Division and their employees understand partnership to be the following:

Understanding for their customers’ business
Expertise and reliability
Responsibility for satisfactory project completion
Partnerships based on trust

Many years of successful partnerships with our customers prove our point.
Welcome to voestalpine Stahl GmbH Linz Site

Your safety while visiting our production site is very important to us. Please make your own contribution by complying with the instructions given to you by voestalpine personnel and by abiding by the rules contained herein.

Procedures in the event of an emergency

Please call one of the in-house emergency services in the event of an emergency (accident, fire, medical incident, etc.). Our in-house emergency personnel are most familiar with the conditions and circumstances in our facilities.

Ambulance  Tel.: +43/50304/15-144
Fire Department  Tel.: +43/50304/15-122
Works Security  Tel.: +43/50304/15-133
Personal conduct on the works premises

- Entrance to the works premises and production plants is at the visitor’s own risk. To the extent legally permitted, voestalpine Stahl GmbH assumes no liability for damage of any kind occurring on the works premises.

- Any person in the possession of a duly issued entrance badge will be held liable for misuse of any access authorization.

- Children under fifteen years of age and animals are strictly forbidden on the works premises.

- Alcoholic beverages, weapons and explosives are strictly forbidden on the works premises.

- Instructions issued by works security personnel must be followed.

- The company reserves the right to conduct inspections of baggage, vehicles and access badges and to check materials and tools carried on and through the works premises. Such materials and tools may be rejected for transport to and/or from the premises.
• Transported materials and tools are to be listed in a materials/tools protocol and submitted to the works security at the time of entry.

• Any person who does not comply with these safety rules and regulations or with applicable laws will be denied access to the works premises. Persons denied access will not be permitted to enter the works premises at a later date.

• Hazardous and dangerous goods of all classes must be registered at the time of entry. This also applies to exempted quantities according to ADR regulations (≤ 1000 points) or exemptions for construction workers.

• Each visitor, including accompanying persons, is issued an access authorization badge and must be registered at the security checkpoint.

• Wear your badge so that it remains clearly visible at all times.

• Your visit is limited to a specific target area as well as to the roads and pathways that lead you to this point. When traveling to and from the area you visit, you must use the shortest possible route in both directions.

• Shortcuts on unauthorized travel routes are prohibited.

• Parking is permitted exclusively on designated parking lots.

• The road traffic regulations of Austria (StVO) are applicable throughout the entire works premises.

• Beware of frequent crossing of special vehicles carrying hot slabs, other hot materials and extremely heavy loads. Special caution is required when encountering special transport vehicles, which need more time to stop and in which the drivers have limited vision of other vehicles in their path.

• Filming or photographing on the works premises or the publishing of anything heard or seen is strictly prohibited. Special permission must be obtained from Corporate Communications.

**Safety Precautions**

• All visitors must register with their contact partner at the designated site of their visit. Visitors must comply with the instructions of their contact partner and must follow all traffic, restrictive and warning signs in entrances and facilities. Pay special attention to traffic lights and acoustic signals such as the honking of crane drivers.

• Entrance to the production and storage facilities is not permitted without being accompanied by your contact partner.

• In many areas of our production site, you will be required to wear personal protective equipment (PPE).

Your signature in the PDA (personal digital assistant) confirms your acceptance of these rules.